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FORCING, GAMES AND FAMILIES OF CLOSED SETS
MARCIN SABOK
Abstrat. We propose a new, game-theoreti, approah to the idealized for-
ing, in terms of fusion games. This generalizes the lassial approah to the
Saks and the Miller foring. For denable (Π
1
1 on Σ
1
1) σ-ideals we show that
if a σ-ideal is generated by losed sets, then it is generated by losed sets in
all foring extensions. We also prove an innite-dimensional version of the
Soleki dihotomy for analyti sets. Among examples, we investigate the σ-
ideal E generated by losed null sets and σ-ideals onneted with not pieewise
ontinuous funtions.
1. Introdution
Idealized foring, developed by Zapletal in [21℄ and [22℄, is a general approah
to the foring used in desriptive set theory. If I is a σ-ideal on a Polish spae
X, we onsider the assoiated foring notion PI = Bor(X)/I (or an equivalent
foring, Bor(X) \ I ordered by inlusion). Among the well-known examples are
the Saks foring and the Miller foring. The former is assoiated to the σ-ideal of
ountable subsets of the Cantor spae (or any other Polish spae) and the latter
is assoiated to the σ-ideal of Kσ subsets of the Baire spae (i.e. those whih an
be overed by a ountable union of ompat sets).
Both the ountable sets and Kσ sets form σ-ideals generated by losed sets.
Zapletal [22℄ investigated the foring arising from σ-ideals generated by losed
sets and proved the following (for denition of ontinuous reading of names see
[22, Denition 3.1.1℄)
Theorem 1.1 (Zapletal, [22, Theorem 4.1.2℄). If I is a σ-ideal on a Polish spae
X generated by losed sets, then the foring PI is proper and has ontinuous
reading of names in the topology of X.
On the other hand, the Saks and the Miller foring are equivalent to forings
with trees (perfet or superperfet trees, respetively). In both of these ases we
have fusion (Axiom A), whih implies both properness and ontinuous reading of
names.
In this paper, we generalize this as follows.
Theorem 1.2. If I is a σ-ideal on a Polish spae X generated by losed sets,
then the foring PI is equivalent to a foring with trees with the fusion property.
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Axiom A alone an be also dedued from a result of Ishiu [6, Theorem B℄ and
a strenghtening of Theorem 1.1 saying that PI is <ω1-proper [23, Lemma 1.3℄.
Our result, however, shows how to introdue additional struture (trees) whih
gives even deeper insight on the foring PI . In partiular, it an be used to give
an alternative proof of ontinuous reading of names.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 uses a tehnique of fusion games, whih are gen-
eralizations of the BanahMazur game (f. [9, Setion 8.H℄). Independently, T.
Mátrai [11℄ introdued and studied similar games. In [11℄ fusion games are applied
to prove innite-dimensional perfet set theorems.
Although in general there is no perfet-set theorem for σ-ideals generated by
losed sets, the strongest property of this kind is expressed in the following theo-
rem of Soleki.
Theorem 1.3 (Soleki, [18, Theorem 1℄). If I is a σ-ideal on a Polish spae X
generated by losed sets, then eah analyti set in X either belongs to I, or else
ontains an I-positive Gδ set.
The above theorem has important foring onsequenes. For example it implies
that if I is generated by losed sets, then the foring PI is equivalent to the foring
QI with analyti I-positive sets, as PI is dense in QI .
Denability of a σ-ideal usually relies on the property alled Π11 on Σ
1
1 (f.
[9, Denition 35.9℄), whih says that for any analyti set A ⊆ X2, the set {x ∈
X : Ax ∈ I} is oanalyti. It is worth mentioning that by lassial results of
Mazurkiewiz [9, Theorem 29.19℄ and ArseninKungui [9, Theorem 18.18℄, both
the σ-ideal of ountable subsets of 2ω and the σ-ideal Kσ on ω
ω
are Π
1
1 on Σ
1
1.
It is well-known (see [9, Theorem 35.38℄) that if K is a hereditary and oanalyti
(in the sense of the Eros spae) family of losed subsets of X, then the σ-ideal
generated by K is Π11 on Σ
1
1. As an appliation of idealized foring, we show a
new proof of this fat.
In [22, Setion 5.1℄ Zapletal developed a general theory of iteration for ideal-
ized foring. There are, of ourse, some natural restritions whih the σ-ideal I
should fulll if we want to onsider the iterations of PI . These restritions inlude
denability of I and the fat that PI remains proper in all foring extensions. In
[22, Denitions 5.1.2 and 5.1.3℄ Zapletal denes iterable σ-ideals and develops the
theory of iteration for this lass of σ-ideals.
Note that if I is a Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideal, then it makes sense to dene I
W
in any
model W of ZFC (ontaining the parameters of the denition) as the family of
analyti sets satisfying theΠ
1
1 denition of I . In this paper we prove the following
result.
Theorem 1.4. Let I be a Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideal. If I is generated by losed sets in
V , then IW is generated by losed sets in all foring extensions V ⊆W .
Notie that as a orollary, we get that if I is Π11 on Σ
1
1 generated by losed
sets, then PI is proper in all foring extensions.
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Kanovei and Zapletal [22, Theorem 5.1.9℄ proved that if I is iterable and Π11
on Σ
1
1, then for eah α < ω1, any analyti set A ⊆ X
α
either belongs to Iα (the
α-th Fubini power of I), or else ontains a speial kind of Borel Iα-positive set.
In this paper we extend this result and prove an analogue of the Soleki theorem
for the Fubini produts of Π
1
1 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideals generated by losed sets. Namely,
we re-introdue the notion of I¯-positive ubes, when 〈Iβ : β < α〉 is a sequene of
σ-ideals, 〈Xβ : β < α〉 is a sequene of Polish spaes, Iβ on Xβ respetively, and
α is a ountable ordinal. (similar notions have been onsidered by other authors
under various dierent names, f. [8℄, [4℄ or [22℄). We prove the following (for
denitions see Setion 6).
Theorem 1.5. Let 〈Xn : n < ω〉 be a sequene of Polish spaes and I¯ = 〈In :
n < ω〉 be a sequene of Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideals generated by losed sets, In on Xn,
respetively. If A ⊆
∏
n<ωXn is Σ
1
1, then
• either A ∈
⊗
n<ω In,
• or else A ontains an I¯-positive Gδ ube.
The proof of the above theorem relies on a devie for parametrizing Gδ sets
in Polish spaes, whih is used to dene desriptive omplexity of families of Gδ
sets.
In the last two setions we study examples of σ-ideals generated by losed sets,
motivated by analysis and measure theory.
First, we investigate an example from measure theory. Let E denote the σ-
ideal generated by losed null sets in the Cantor spae. E has been investigated
by Bartoszy«ski and Shelah [3℄. In Theorem 7.1 we show that PE does not add
Cohen reals, whih implies that any foring extension with PE is minimal. In
Corollary 7.4 we establish a fusion game for the σ-ideal E .
Next we study an example from the theory of real funtions. Let X and Y be
Polish. To any funtion f : X → Y we assoiate the σ-ideal If (on X) generated
by losed sets on whih f is ontinuous. The σ-ideal If is nontrivial if and only
if f annot be deomposed into ountably many ontinuous funtions with losed
domains, i.e. f is not pieewise ontinuous. Pieewise ontinuity of Baire lass 1
funtions has been studied by several authors (Jayne and Rogers [7℄, Soleki [19℄,
Andretta [1℄). In Corollary 8.10 we show that if f : X → ωω is Baire lass 1, not
pieewise ontinuous, then the foring PIf is equivalent to the Miller foring. In
Corollary 8.13 we establish a fusion game for the σ-ideal If when f : 2ω → 2ω is
Borel.
Aknowledgements. I would like to thank Janusz Pawlikowski for all the
helpful remarks and stimulating disussion. I am indebted to Stevo Todor£evi¢
for suggesting to generalize Theorem 1.5 from Fubini powers of one σ-ideal to
arbitrary Fubini produts. I would also like to thank Sy Friedman, Tamás Mátrai
and Jind°ih Zapletal for many useful omments.
2. Notation
All Polish spaes in this paper are assumed to be reursively presented.
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If T ⊆ Y <ω is a tree, then we say that T is a tree on Y . We write limT for
{x ∈ Y ω : ∀n < ω x↾n ∈ T}. Levn(T ) stands for the set of all elements of T whih
have length n. If τ ∈ T , then we write T (τ) for the tree {σ ∈ T : σ ⊆ τ ∨ τ ⊆ σ}.
We write [τ ]T for {x ∈ limT : τ ⊆ x} (when T is lear from the ontext, like ω
<ω
or 2<ω, then we write only [τ ]). We say that τ ∈ T is a stem of T if T = T (τ)
and τ is maximal suh. We say that F ⊆ T is a front of T if F is an antihain in
T and for eah x ∈ limT there is n < ω suh that x↾n ∈ F .
By a σ-ideal we mean a family I ⊆ P(X) losed under subsets and ountable
unions. We say that a set B ⊆ X is I-positive if B 6∈ I . A σ-ideal of analyti sets
is a family of analyti sets losed under analyti subsets and ountable unions. A
σ-ideal of losed sets is dened analogously. If I is a σ-ideal and B is an I-positive
set, then we write I↾B for {A ∩B : A ∈ I}.
3. Fusion games
In this setion we briey reall basi denitions onerning innite games and
introdue fusion games for σ-ideals.
By a game sheme we mean a set of rules for a two-player game (the players are
alled Adam and Eve, and Adam begins). Formally, a game sheme is a pruned
tree G ⊆ Y <ω for a ountable set Y , where the last elements of sequenes at even
and odd levels are understood as possible moves of Eve and Adam, respetively.
In partiular, in any game sheme the rst move is made by Adam (the moves
are numbered by ω \ {0}). Nodes of the tree G of even length are alled partial
plays and elements of limG are alled plays. Note that partial plays always end
with a move of Eve.
If τ is a partial play in a game sheme G, then by the relativized game sheme
Gτ we mean the tree {σ ∈ Y
<ω : τaσ ∈ G}. The game sheme Gτ onsists of the
games whih ontinue the partial play τ .
A payo set p in a game sheme G is a subset of limG. By a game we mean a
pair (G, p) where G is a game sheme and p is a payo set in G (we say that the
game (G, p) is in the game sheme G). For a game (G, p) we say that Eve wins a
play g ∈ limG if g ∈ P . Otherwise we say that Adam wins g.
A strategy for Adam in a game sheme G is a subtree S ⊆ G suh that
• for eah odd n ∈ ω and τ ∈ S suh that |τ | = n the set of immediate
suessors of τ in S ontains preisely one point,
• for eah even n ∈ ω and τ ∈ S suh that |τ | = n the sets of immediate
suessors of τ in S and G are equal.
Strategy for Eve is dened analogously. If (G, p) is a game in the game sheme
G and S is a strategy for Adam in G, then we say that S is a winning strategy
for Eve in the game (G, p) if limS ⊆ p. Winning strategy for Adam is dened
analogously.
Reall the lassial BanahMazur game [9, Setion 8.H℄ whih deides whether
a Borel set is meager nor not, in terms of existene of a winning strategy for one
of the players. Now we introdue an abstrat notion of a fusion game whih will
over the lassial examples as well as those from Setions 7 and 8. Suppose we
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have a game sheme G together with a family of payo sets p(A) for eah A ⊆ X
suh that
(i) p(A) ⊆ limG is Borel, for eah Borel set A ⊆ X,
(ii) p(A) ⊆ p(B) for eah B ⊆ A,
(iii) p(
⋃
n<ω An) =
⋂
n<ω p(An) for eah sequene 〈An : n < ω〉.
Intuitively, p(A) is suh that a winning strategy for Eve in (G, p(A)) proves that
A is small. For eah A ⊆ X the game G(A) is the game in the game sheme G
with the payo set p(A). We denote by G(·) the game sheme G together with
the funtion p. We all G(·) a fusion sheme if
(iv) the moves of Adam ode (in a presribed way, in terms of a xed enu-
meration of the basis) basi open sets Un suh that Un+1 ⊆ Un and
diam(Un) < 1/n,
(v) for eah Borel set A ⊆ X and eah play g in G(A) if Adam wins g, then
the single point in the intersetion of Un's (as above) is in A.
Notie that if the family of sets q ⊆ limG suh that Eve has a winning strategy
in the game (G, q) is losed under ountable intersetions, then the family of sets
A ⊆ X suh that Eve has a winning strategy in G(A) forms a σ-ideal (by (iii)).
The idea of onsidering σ-ideals dened in terms of a winning strategy in a
game sheme ours in a paper of Shmidt [17℄ and later in a work of Myielski
[14℄.
If the family of sets A ⊆ X for whih Eve has a winning strategy in G(A) forms
a σ-ideal I , then we say that G(·) is a fusion sheme for I .
Suppose X = limT for some ountable tree T . Suppose also that the game
sheme G is suh that the possible n-th moves of Adam orrespond to elements at
the n-th level of T (like in (iv), to the basi lopen sets [τ ]T for τ ∈ Levn(T )). Let
GI(·) be a fusion sheme for a σ-ideal I and let τ be a partial play in the game
sheme GI . Let U be the basi lopen set oded by the last move of Adam in τ .
Reall that the relativized game sheme (GI)τ onsists of the ontinuations of τ in
GI . The game sheme (GI)τ together with the funtion pτ (A) = p(A)∩U denes
a relativized fusion sheme. Using the property (v) we easily get the following.
Proposition 3.1. Let X = lim T , GI , τ and U be as above. Let A ⊆ X. Eve
has a winning strategy in (GI)τ (A) if and only if Eve has a winning strategy in
GI(A ∩ U).
4. Fusion in the foring PI
In this setion we give a proof of Theorem 1.2. The main ingredient here are
fusion shemes for σ-ideals generated by losed sets.
We now give an informal outline of the proof of Theorem 1.2. The general
idea is as follows: having a σ-ideal I generated by losed sets, we nd a fusion
sheme GI(·) for I suh that the trees of winning strategies in GI(B) (for B ∈ PI)
determine some analyti I-positive sets. Moreover, for eah B ∈ PI the winning
ondition for Adam (the omplement of the payo set) in GI(B) is a Gδ set in
limGI . We onsider the foring with trees of winning strategies for Adam in
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the games GI(B) (for all B ∈ PI) and show that it is equivalent to the original
foring PI (we in fat show that it is equivalent to the foring with I-positive Σ
1
1
sets and then use Theorem 1.3 to onlude that all three forings are equivalent).
Using the fat that the winning onditions in GI(B) are the intersetions of ω
many open sets, we dene ω-many fronts in the trees of winning strategies (suh
that rossing the n-th front implies that the game is in the n-th open set). Now,
using these fronts as analogues of the splitting levels in the perfet or superperfet
trees, we dene fusion in the foring of winning strategies for Adam.
Although the general idea is based on the above outline, we will have to addi-
tionally modify the games in order to avoid some determinay problems. That is,
instead of a fusion sheme for I and the games GI(B) we will use their unfolded
variant. We would like to emphasize that in many onrete ases of σ-ideals
(like in Setions 7 or 8), we an use simpler fusion shemes and the fusion from
Theorem 1.2 an be simplied.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. To simplify notation we assume that the underlying spae
X is the Baire spae ωω. Pik a bijetion ρ : ω → ω × ω. Hω1 stadnds for the
family of hereditarily ountable sets (it will be used to make sure that the foring
we dene is a set).
We will use the following notation.
• Let Y be an arbitrary set. If τ ∈ (ω × Y )<ω, then by τ¯ ∈ ω<ω we denote
the sequene of the rst oordinates of the elements of τ . Suppose T is a
tree on ω×Y . The map pY : lim T → ω
ω
is dened as follows: if t ∈ lim T
and t↾n = τn, then pY (t) =
⋃
n<ω τ¯n.
• Let z be arbitrary. If τ ∈ (ω × Y )<ω and τ = 〈ai : i < |τ |〉, then by
τ z ∈ (ω × Y × {z})<ω we denote the sequene 〈(ai, z) : i < |τ |〉. If T is a
tree on ω×Y , then by T z we denote the tree {τ z : τ ∈ T} on ω×Y ×{z}.
• If Y = W × Z and τ ∈ (ω × Y )<ω, then by τW ∈ (ω ×W )
<ω
we denote
〈πω×W (ai) : i < |τ |〉 (where πω×W : ω×W ×Z → ω×W is the projetion
to the rst two oordinates). By TW we denote the tree {τW : τ ∈ T}.
For Y ∈ Hω1 and a tree T on ω×Y let GI(Y, T ) be the game sheme in whih
• in his n-th turn Adam onstruts τn ∈ T suh that τn ) τn−1 (τ−1 = ∅),
• in her n-th turn Eve piks a lopen set On in ω
ω
suh that
proj[T (τn)] 6∈ I ⇒ On ∩ proj[T (τn)] 6∈ I.
By the end of a play, Adam and Eve have a sequene of losed sets Ek in ω
ω
dened as follows:
Ek = 2
ω \
⋃
i<ω
Oρ−1(i,k).
Put x =
⋃
n<ω τ¯n ∈ ω
ω
. Consider a payo set in GI(Y, T ) suh that Adam wins
if and only if
x 6∈
⋃
k<ω
Ek.
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In this proof, the game in the game sheme GI(Y, T ) with the above payo set
will be also denoted by GI(Y, T ) (this should not ause onfusion sine we are
not going to onsider other payo sets in the game sheme GI(Y, T )).
Here is one more piee of notation.
• If S is a subtree of the game sheme GI(Y, T ), then by Sˆ ⊆ T we denote
the tree built from the moves of Adam in partial plays in S (i.e. we forget
about Eve's moves). We write proj[S] for proj[Sˆ].
• If Y ′ = Y × Z, z ∈ Z is xed and T ′ is a tree on Y ′ suh that T z ⊆ T ,
then by Sz we denote the subtree of GI(Y
′, T ′), in whih the moves τ of
Adam are hanged to τ z.
Lemma 4.1. The game GI(Y, T ) is determined. Eve has a winning strategy in
GI(Y, T ) if and only if
proj[T ] ∈ I.
Proof. Suppose rst that proj[T ] ∈ I . Then Eve hooses ∅ in all her moves and
wins the game.
On the other hand, suppose that proj[T ] is I-positive. We dene a winning
strategy for Adam as follows. In his moves, Adam onstruts τn ∈ T so that
• [τ¯n] ⊆ On−1,
• proj[T (τn)] 6∈ I .
Suppose Adam is about to make his n-th move, his previous move is τn−1 and the
last move of Eve is On−1 (O−1 = ∅). Using the fat that On−1∩proj[T (τn−1)] 6∈ I ,
Adam piks τn ∈ T extending τn−1 suh that [τ¯n] ⊆ On−1 and proj[T (τn)] 6∈ I .
This is the strategy for Adam. It is winning sine after eah play we have that
x ∈ On for eah n < ω, so in partiular x ∈
⋃
k<ω Ek. 
Remark 4.2. Note that if S is a winning strategy for Adam in the game GI(Y, T ),
then for eah partial play π ∈ S, we have proj[S(π)] 6∈ I . This is beause otherwise
we ould onstrut a ounterplay to the strategy S. In partiular, if τ is the last
move of Adam in π, then we have proj[T (τ)] 6∈ I .
Now we dene the key notion in this proof. Let π be a partial play in GI(Y, T )
of length 2l, in whih Eve hooses lopen sets Oi, for i < l, and Adam piks
τl−1 ∈ T in his last move. Suppose that Y
′ = Y ×Z, Z ∈ Hω1 , z ∈ Z is xed and
T ′ is a tree on ω × Y ′ suh that (τl−1)
z ∈ T ′. By the relativized unfolded game
GI(Y
′, T ′)zπ we mean the game, in whih
• in his n-th move Adam piks τ ′n+l ∈ T
′
, τ ′n+l ) τ
′
n+l−1 (τ
′
l−1 = (τl−1)
z
),
• in her n-th move Eve piks a lopen set On+l in ω
ω
suh that
proj[T ′(τ ′n+l)] 6∈ I ⇒ On+l ∩ proj[T
′(τ ′n+l)] 6∈ I.
The payo set is the same as in the unrelativized ase, i.e. we use all 〈On : n < ω〉
to dene a sequene of losed sets 〈Ek : k < ω〉, we put x =
⋃
l−1≤n<ω τ¯
′
n and Eve
wins if and only if x ∈
⋃
k<ω Ek.
With an analogous proof as in Lemma 4.1 we get the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose π is a partial play in GI(Y, T ) and τ is the last move of
Adam in π. Let GI(Y
′, T ′)zπ be a relativized unfolded game. Eve has a winning
strategy in GI(Y
′, T ′)zπ if and only if
proj[T ′(τ z)] ∈ I.
Lemma 4.4. If S is a winning strategy for Adam in GI(Y, T ) then
proj[S] 6∈ I.
Proof. Let A = proj[S]. If A ∈ I , then there are losed sets Ek ∈ I suh that
A ⊆
⋃
k<ω Ek. Let U
m
k be lopen sets suh that U
m
k ⊆ U
m+1
k and ω
ω \ Ek =⋃
m<ω U
m
k for eah k < ω. We onstrut an Eve's ounterplay to the strategy S
in the following way. Suppose she is to make her n-th move and let τn be the last
move of Adam. By Remark 4.2, proj[T (τn)] 6∈ I . Let ρ(n) = (i, k). She hooses
m ≥ n big enough so that
Umk ∩ proj[T (τn)] 6∈ I.
Let her n-th move be On = U
m
k . If she plays in this way then⋃
i<ω
Oρ−1(i,k) = ω
ω \ Ek,
i.e. the losed sets she gets are preisely the sets Ek. If x =
⋃
n<ω τ¯n is the point
in ωω onstruted by Adam, then by the denition of A, x ∈ A ⊆
⋃
k<ω Ek, whih
shows that Eve wins. 
Note that it follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 that any analyti I-positive set
A ⊆ ωω ontains an analyti I-positive subset of the form proj[S] for a winning
strategy S for Adam in a game GI(Y, T ) (where Y = ω and T is a tree on ω × ω
suh that A = proj[T ]).
Let TI be the set of all triples (Y, T, S) where Y ∈ Hω1 , T is a tree on ω × Y
and S is a winning strategy for Adam in the game GI(Y, T ). TI is a foring
notion with the following ordering: for (Y ′, T ′, S′), (Y, T, S) ∈ TI let
(Y ′, T ′, S′) ≤ (Y, T, S) i proj[S′] ⊆ proj[S].
Notie that (Y, T, S) 7→ proj[S] is a dense embedding from TI to QI = (Σ
1
1 \
I,⊆). Indeed, suppose that (Y ′, T ′, S′) ⊥ (Y, T, S). If proj[S′] and proj[S] were
ompatible in QI , then we would nd an I-positive Σ
1
1 set A ⊆ ω
ω
suh that A ⊆
proj[S′]∩proj[S]. Take any tree T on ω×ω suh that proj[T ] = A and nd a win-
ning strategy S′′ for Adam in GI(ω, T ). Then (ω, T, S
′′) ≤ (Y ′, T ′, S′), (Y, T, S),
a ontradition.
By Theorem 1.3, PI is dense in QI . Therefore the three foring notions TI ,
QI and PI are equivalent. We will show that the foring TI satises Axiom A.
Take (Y, T, S) ∈ TI and reall that for eah play p ∈ limS ending with t ∈
ωω×Y ω, with x ∈ ωω (dened from the moves of Adam) and a sequene of losed
sets En (dened from the moves of Eve), we have x 6∈
⋃
k Ek. Note that for eah
k ∈ ω there is n ∈ ω (even) suh that (the partial play) t↾n already determines
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that x 6∈ Ek (i.e. [τ¯n] ⊆ Om for some m < ω suh that ρ(m) = (i, k) for some
i < ω). Let n0(p) ∈ ω be the minimal suh n for k = 0. Put
F0(S) = {p↾n0(p) : p ∈ limS}.
Note that F0(S) is a front in S. Analogously we dene Fk(S), for eah k < ω
(instead of E0 take Ek and put nk(p) > nk−1(p) minimal even number suh that
p↾nk(p) determines x 6∈ Ek).
Dene (Y ′, T ′, S′) ≤k (Y, T, S) i
(i) (Y ′, T ′, S′) ≤ (Y, T, S),
(ii) there is Z ∈ Hω1 suh that Y
′ = Y × Z,
(iii) there is z ∈ Z suh that T z ⊆ T ′,
(iv) (T ′)Y ⊆ Sˆ,
(v) Fk(S
′) = Fk(S)
z
.
We will prove that TI satises Axiom A with the inequalities ≤k. The ondition
(ii) serves for unfolding the game and ondition (iii) is later used to make the
unfolding rigid. Condition (iv) is a tehnial detail. The ruial one is (v),
whih says that the splitting levels are kept up to k-th in the k-th step of the
fusion.
1. Fix k < ω. Suppose that (Y, T, S) ∈ TI and α˙ is a name for an ordinal.
We shall nd (Y ′, T ′, S′) ≤k (Y, T, S) and a ountable set of ordinals A suh that
(Y ′, T ′, S′) TI α˙ ∈ Aˇ.
For eah π ∈ Fk(S) nd an ordinal απ and an I-positive analyti set Aπ ⊆
proj[S(π)] (reall that proj[S(π)] is I-positive by Remark 4.2) suh that
Aπ QI α˙ = αˇπ.
Let τπ ∈ T be the last move of Adam in π. Next, pik Zπ ∈ Hω1 suh that 0 ∈ Zπ
(0 will be used as z from (iii); it does not matter what element we hoose for z,
as long as it belongs to Hω1) and nd a pruned tree Tπ on ω × Y ×Zπ suh that
• τπ
0 ∈ Tπ and τπ
0
is a stem of Tπ,
• (Tπ)Y ⊆ Sˆ,
• Aπ = proj[Tπ]
(Tπ is hosen suh that its projetion to ω
ω×Y ω is the analyti set lim Sˆ∩p−1Y [Aπ]).
Ensure also that
• for eah π, π′ ∈ Fk(S), if π 6= π
′
, then Zπ ∩ Zπ′ = {0},
• for eah τ ∈ Tπ if τ ) (τπ)
0
, then τ(|τ | − 1) ∈ ω × Y × (Zπ \ {0}),
Put
Z =
⋃
π∈Fk(S)
Zπ, z = 0, Y
′ = Y × Z.
For eah π ∈ Fk(S) let Sπ be a winning strategy for Adam in GI(Y × Zπ, Tπ)
0
π.
Suh a strategy exists by Lemma 4.3 sine proj[Tπ(τπ
0)] = proj[Tπ] = Aπ 6∈ I
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(reall that τπ
0
is a stem of Tπ). Let
T ′ = T 0 ∪
⋃
π∈Fk(S)
Tπ
and onsider the game GI(Y
′, T ′). The tree
S′ =
⋃
π∈Fn(S)
(π0)aSπ
is a strategy in G(Y ′, T ′) sine all π0, for π ∈ Fk(S), are partial plays in G(Y
′, T ′)
(beause T 0 ⊆ T ′). Moreover, it is a winning strategy for Adam sine eah Sπ is
a winning strategy for Adam in GI(Y ×Yπ, Tπ)π. Therefore (Y
′, T ′, S′) ∈ TI . By
the onstrution we have (Y ′, T ′, S′) ≤k (Y, T, S). Moreover,
(Y ′, T ′, S′) TI α˙ ∈ {ατ : τ ∈ Fk(S)}
beause the set {proj[S′(π)] : π ∈ Fk(S)} is predense below proj[S
′] and we have
proj[S′(π)] QI α˙ = αˇπ (sine proj[S
′(π)] ⊆ Aπ).
2. Let 〈(Yk, Tk, Sk) : k < ω〉 be a fusion sequene. For eah k < ω let Zk ∈ Hω1
be suh that Yk+1 = Yk × Zk and let zk ∈ Zk be as in the denition of ≤k. Let
~zk = 〈zk, zk+1, . . .〉. Put Y =
⋃
k<ω(Yk)
~zk
and T =
⋃
k<ω(Tk)
~zk
. T is a tree on Y .
Notie that for eah k < ω, for eah τ ∈ Tk we have
(∗) proj[Tk(τ)] = proj[T (τ
~zk)].
Indeed, proj[Tk(τ)] ⊆ proj[T (τ
~zk)] follows from (iii) and proj[T (τ~zk)] ⊆ proj[Tk(τ)]
from (iv) (beause for eah t ∈ lim T (τ~zk) a sequene of its initial oordinates is
in lim Sˆk and hene in lim Tk)
Consider the game GI(Y, T ) and let
S =
⋃
k<ω
Fk(Sk)
~zk .
Note that it follows from (∗) that S is a strategy for Adam in GI(Y, T ). Moreover,
for eah k < ω we have Fk(S) = Fk(Sk)
~zk
, by the denition of Fk. Sine for eah
p ∈ limS we have
∀k < ω ∃m < ω p↾m ∈ Fk(S),
it follows that S is a winning strategy for Adam in GI(Y, T ). Therefore (Y, T, S) ∈
TI .
To see that (Y, T, S) ≤ (Yk, Tk, Sk) we use the property (iv). Indeed, if x ∈
proj[S], then there is a play in limS, in whih x is dened. By (iv), however, we
an extrat from this play a play in limSk, in whih x is dened.
To hek that (Y, T, S) ≤k (Yk, Tk, Sk) we put Z =
∏
m≥k Zm and z = ~zk.
This ends the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
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5. Coanalyti families of losed sets
If K is a family of losed subsets of a Polish spae X, then its projetive
omplexity an be dened in terms of the Eros spae F (X). Namely, if Γ is a
projetive pointlass, then we say that K is Γ if it belongs to Γ in F (X).
Reall that if X = ωω, then for eah losed set C ⊆ X there is a pruned subtree
T of ω<ω suh that C = lim T . If X is an arbitrary Polish spae, then for eah
losed set C ⊆ X the family U = {U basi open : U ∩ C = ∅)} an be treated
as a ode for C (sine C = X \
⋃
U). Moreover, the family U has the following
property
(∗) ∀U basi open U ⊆
⋃
U ⇒ U ∈ U
We an ode all families U satisfying (∗) by elements of ωω and reate a universal
losed set C˜ ⊆ ωω ×X suh that if t ∈ ωω odes U(t), then C˜t = X \
⋃
U(t).
Using the property (∗) of the oding, we an hek that the funtion
ωω ∋ t 7→ C˜t ∈ F (X)
is Borel measurable (i.e. preimages of Borel sets in F (X) are Borel). Therefore,
for any projetive pointlass Γ, a family of losed sets K is Γ if and only if the
set {t ∈ ωω : C˜t ∈ K} is Γ in ω
ω
.
The projetive omplexity of families of losed subsets of X an be also gener-
alized to families of sets in other Borel pointlasses  in terms of universal sets.
We will now introdue a Borel struture on the family of Gδ sets.
Note that for any Gδ set G ⊆ ω
ω
there is a pruned tree T ⊆ ω<ω and a family
〈στ ∈ ω
<ω : τ ∈ T 〉 suh that the family of lopen sets 〈[στ ] : τ ∈ T 〉 forms
a Lusin sheme and G =
⋂
n<ω
⋃
τ∈T∩ωn [στ ]. Generalizing this to an arbitrary
Polish spae X we laim that for any Gδ set G in X there is a Souslin sheme
〈Uτ : τ ∈ ω
<ω〉 of basi open sets suh that
(i) diam(Uτ ) < 1/|τ |,
(ii) Uτ ⊆ Uτ↾(|τ |−1)
(iii) if Uτ 6= ∅ then Uτan 6= ∅ for some n < ω
and G =
⋂
n<ω
⋃
|τ |=nUτ . Indeed, if G =
⋂
n<ω On (eah On open and On+1 ⊆
On), then we onstrut a Souslin sheme Uτ by indution on |τ | as follows. Having
all Uτ for |τ | ≤ n we nd a family {Uτ : τ ∈ ω
n+1} suh that
• for eah τ ∈ ωn+1 we have Uτ ∩G 6= ∅,
• for eah σ ∈ ωn we have Uσ ∩On+1 =
⋃
{Uτ : σ ⊆ τ, τ ∈ ω
n+1}.
Let us ode all Souslin shemes of lopen sets satisfying (i)(iii) by elements of
the Baire spae ωω and reate a universal Gδ set G˜ ⊆ ω
ω ×X suh that if t ∈ ωω
odes a Souslin sheme 〈Uτ (t) : τ ∈ ω
<ω〉, then G˜t =
⋂
n<ω
⋃
|τ |=nUτ (t).
Remark 5.1. Here we show how the above oding is done in ase of the Baire
spae and Luzin shemes (the general ase is analogous). We pik any bijetion
ρ between ω and ω<ω and onsider the set H of all elements of ωω whih ode
(via ρ) a Luzin sheme satisfying (iii). This set is a Gδ set and thus there is a
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ontinuous bijetion f : ωω → H. Now, we say that x ∈ ωω odes a Gδ set G, if
f(x) odes a Luzin sheme Uτ suh that G =
⋂
n<ω
⋃
|τ |=n Uτ .
Lemma 5.2. If U ⊆ X is open, then
{t ∈ ωω : G˜t ∩ U 6= ∅} is open.
Proof. Note that by (iii) and (ii), G˜t ∩ U 6= ∅ if and only if there is a nonempty
basi open set V ⊆ U suh that V ours in the Souslin sheme oded by t. 
If Γ is a projetive pointlass and G is a family of Gδ sets, then we say that G
is Γ if {t ∈ ωω : G˜t ∈ G} is Γ in ω
ω
. By Lemma 5.2 the map
Gδ ∋ G 7→ G ∈ F (X)
is Borel (i.e. preimages of Borel sets in F (X) are Borel).
Let K be a family of losed sets in a Polish spae X. We say that K is hereditary
if for any two losed sets C,D suh that C ⊆ D, if D ∈ K, then C ∈ K.
Let I be a σ-ideal on a Polish spae X and A ⊆ X. We say that A is I-perfet
if A 6= ∅ and for eah open set U the set A ∩ U is either empty or I-positive. If
K is a family of losed sets in a Polish spae X and D ⊆ X is losed, then we say
that D is K-perfet if the sets from K have relatively empty interior on D. Note
that if K is hereditary, then a losed set D is K-perfet if and only if for eah
basi open set U in X, either U ∩D = ∅, or else U ∩D 6∈ K.
Lemma 5.3. Let I be a σ-ideal generated by losed sets on a Polish spae X. If
G ⊆ ωω is a Gδ set and G is I-perfet, then G 6∈ I.
Proof. Let C = G and suppose C is I-perfet yet G ∈ I . If G ⊆
⋃
n Fn and Fn
are losed sets in I , then eah Fn ∩C is a losed nowhere dense subset of C. This
ontradits the Baire ategory theorem. 
Lemma 5.4. Let I be a σ-ideal generated by losed sets on a Polish spae X. If
G ⊆ ωω is an I-positive Gδ set, then it ontains an I-perfet Gδ set G
′
.
Proof. Put G′ = G \
⋃
{U : U is basi open set and U ∩G ∈ I}. 
Lemma 5.5. Let X be a Polish spae.
(i) Let I be a σ-ideal on X generated by losed sets. If G ⊆ X is a Gδ set,
then G is I-perfet if and only if G is I-perfet.
(ii) Let K be a family of losed subsets of X, let σ(K) be the σ-ideal of losed
sets generated by K and let I be the σ-ideal generated by K. If D ⊆ X is
losed, then the following are equivalent
• D is K-perfet,
• D is σ(K)-perfet,
• D is I-perfet.
Proof. (i) Clearly, if G is I-perfet, then G is also I-perfet. Suppose G is I-
perfet but G is not I-perfet. Then we an nd an open set U suh that U∩G ∈ I
and U ∩G 6= ∅. Consider U ∩G, whih is I-perfet beause G is I-perfet. U ∩G
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is a Polish I-perfet spae whih ontains a dense Gδ set in I . By Lemma 5.3 we
get a ontradition with the Baire ategory theorem.
(ii) This follows diretly from the Baire ategory theorem. 
Lemma 5.6. Let X be a Polish spae and let I be a Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideal generated
by losed sets on X. Let K be a hereditary oanalyti family of losed sets on X.
Then
(i) the family of I-perfet Gδ sets is Σ
1
1,
(ii) the family of K-perfet losed sets is Σ11,
(iii) the family of Gδ sets with K-perfet losure is Σ
1
1.
Proof. (i) We see that G ∈Gδ is I-perfet if and only if
G 6= ∅ ∧ ∀U basi open (G ∩ U 6= ∅ ⇒ G ∩ U 6∈ I).
This is a Σ
1
1 ondition by Lemma 5.2 and the assumption that I is Π
1
1 on Σ
1
1.
(ii) Note that a losed set D is K-perfet if and only if
D 6= ∅ ∧ ∀U basi open (D ∩ U 6= ∅ ⇒ D ∩ U 6∈ K).
This is Σ
1
1 ondition sine the losure is a Borel map.
(iii) This follows (ii) and the fat that the losure is a Borel map. 
Remark 5.7. In addition to oding Gδ sets by Luzin shemes, we an also ode
ontinuous partial funtions on their dense Gδ subsets, that is triples (G, f,G
′)
where G is a Gδ set, G
′
is a dense Gδ subset of G and f : G
′ → ωω is ontinuous.
For a sample method of oding see e.g. [9, Proposition 2.6℄. If D ⊆ ωω × ωω is a
losed set and G ⊆ ωω is a Gδ set, then we write
f : G
∗
−→ D
to denote that f is a ontinuous funtion from a dense Gδ subset of G and the
graph of f is ontained in D.
It is well-known (see [9, Theorem 35.38℄ or [5, Lemma 4.8℄) that if K is a
oanalyti hereditary family of losed sets, then the σ-ideal generated by K is Π11
on Σ
1
1. Let us present a new proof of this fat, whih uses idealized foring and
Theorem 1.3.
Corollary 5.8. Let X be a Polish spae. If K is a oanalyti hereditary family
of losed sets in X, then the σ-ideal generated by K is Π11 on Σ
1
1.
Proof. Let I be the σ-ideal generated by K and let A ⊆ X× X be Σ11. Denote by
G the family of I-perfet Gδ sets. By Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6, G is Σ
1
1. By Theorem
1.3 and Lemma 5.4, if x ∈ X, then
Ax 6∈ I i ∃G ∈ G G ⊆ Ax.
Let D ⊆ X2 × ωω be a losed set suh that A = π[D] (π denotes the projetion
to the rst two oordinates). Note that G ⊆ Ax is equivalent to
∀y ∈ G ∃z ∈ ωω (y, z) ∈ Dx.
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By Σ
1
2-absoluteness we get a name z˙x suh that
G  (g˙, z˙x) ∈ Dx.
Now, by ontinuous reading of names and properness of PI we get a G
′ ∈ G,
G′ ⊆ G and a ontinuous funtion fx : G
′ → ωω reading z˙x. Notie that the
graph of fx is ontained in Dx, so fx : G
′ ∗−→ Dx. Coversely, if there is suh
funtion f , then dom(f) is an I-perfet Gδ-set ontained in Ax. Thus, we have
shown that
Ax 6∈ I i ∃G ∈ G ∃f : G
∗
−→ Dx.
Using the oding of Gδ sets and partial ontinuous funtions, one an easily hek
that
∃f : G
∗
−→ Dx
is a Σ
1
1 formula. Thus, the whole formula is Σ
1
1 and we are done. 
Analyti sets in a Polish spae X an be oded by a Σ11-universal Σ
1
1 set on
ωω × X. In the remaining part of this Setion we x a universal analyti set
A˜ ⊆ ωω × X whih is Σ11 and good (f. [12, Setion 3.H.1℄). The set A˜ will be
used to ode analyti sets in X as well as Σ11(t) sets for eah t ∈ ω
ω
.
We say that a set S ⊆ ωω odes a σ-ideal I of analyti sets if the family
I = {A˜t : t ∈ S} is a σ-ideal of analyti sets. Let I(v) be a Π
1
1 formula. Note
that the famlily of analyti sets whose odes satisfy I(v) is Π11 on Σ
1
1 (beause A˜
is good and I(v) is a Π11 formula).
Lemma 5.9 (Folklore). If A is a Π11 on Σ
1
1 family of analyti sets, then A is
downward losed, i.e. if A,B ∈ Σ11 are suh that A ⊆ B and B ∈ A, then A ∈ A.
Proof. Suppose A ⊆ B are Σ11 and B ∈ A. Let Z ⊆ ω
ω
be suh that Z ∈ Σ11 \Π
1
1.
Take L ⊆ ωω ×X suh that
(t, x) ∈ L ⇔ (t ∈ Z ∧ x ∈ B) ∨ x ∈ A.
As {t ∈ ωω : Lt ∈ A} ∈ Π
1
1, we onlude that B ∈ A. 
Suppose V ⊆ W is a generi extension and in V we have a Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideal
I . Let I(v) be a Π11 formula whih odes the σ-ideal of analyti sets I ∩ Σ
1
1.
By IW we denote the family of analyti sets whose odes satisfy I(v) in V [G].
This denition does not depend on the formula I(v) sine if I ′(v) is another suh
formula, then
∀t ∈ ωω I(t)⇔ I ′(t)
is a Π
1
2 sentene and hene it is absolute for V ⊆W .
Now we prove Theorem 1.4
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let K(v) be a Π11 formula dening the set of odes of
losed sets in I . By KW we denote the family of losed sets in W , whose odes
satisfy K(v) (as previously, this does not depend on the formula K(v)).
First we show that in W the family KW is hereditary. Consider the following
sentene
∃t, s ∈ ωω (¬K(s) ∧ K(t) ∧ C˜s ⊆ C˜t).
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It is routine to hek that it is Σ
1
2 and hene absolute for V ⊆ W . This shows
that KW is hereditary.
Next we show that IW is a σ-ideal of analyti sets. Let D ⊆ ωω ×X × ωω be
a losed set suh that π[D] = A˜ (here π denotes the projetion to the rst two
oordinates). Consider the following formula I ′(v):
¬ (∃G ∈ Gδ G is K-perfet ∧ ∃f : G
∗
−→ Dv)
(writing that G is K-perfet we mean that G is perfet with respet to the family
of losed sets dened by K(v)). Using Lemma 5.6(iii) we an hek that I ′(v) is
a Π
1
1 formula. From the proof of Corollary 5.8 and from Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5
we onlude that in V we have
∀t ∈ ωω I(t)⇔ I ′(t).
This is a Π
1
2 sentene and hene it holds in W . Therefore, it is enough to hek
that (I ′)W (ωω) odes a σ-ideal of analyti sets. However, it follows from Theorem
1.3 and from Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, that (I ′)W (ωω) odes the σ-ideal generated
by K(ωω)W .
The fat that IW is Π11 on Σ
1
1 follows now from the remarks preeding this
proposition. 
We also have the following alternative proof.
Alternative proof of Theorem 1.4. Throughout this proof we denote the losure
of a set A by clA. Withoug loss of generality assume that I is Π11 on Σ
1
1 and
X = ωω.
We will use the following notation. If ϕ(v) is a formula and t ∈ ωω, then by
Σ11(t) ∧ ϕ (respetively ∆
1
1(t) ∧ ϕ) we denote the family of Σ
1
1(t) (respetively
∆11(t)) sets whose odes satisfy ϕ(v).
Let I(v) be a Π11 formula dening the set of odes of analyti sets in I . Let K
be the family of losed sets in I and let K(v) be a Π11 formula dening the set of
odes of the (losed) sets in K (in terms of the universal losed set C˜). Consider
the formula Kˆ(v) saying that clA˜v ∈ K. Note that Kˆ(v) an be written as follows
∀s ∈ ωω C˜s ⊆ clA˜v ⇒ K(s)
and notie that it is a Π11 formula.
Consider the set F ⊆ ωω ×X dened as follows:
(t, x) ∈ F i x ∈
⋃
(∆11(t) ∧ Kˆ).
By the usual oding of ∆11 sets we get that F is Π
1
1.
Lemma 5.10. For eah t ∈ ωω we have⋃
(Σ11(t) ∧ Kˆ) =
⋃
(∆11(t) ∧ Kˆ) =
⋃
(Σ11(t) ∧ I).
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that t = 0. The rst equalitiy follows
from the First Reetion Theorem (sine Kˆ(v) is a Π11 formula). Denote C =⋃
(∆11(t) ∧ Kˆ) =
⋃
(Σ11(t) ∧ Kˆ).
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In the seond equality, the left-to-right inlusion is obvious sine Kˆ(s) implies
I(s), for eah s ∈ ωω. We need to prove that if A ∈ Σ11 is not ontained in C,
then A 6∈ I . Suppose A ∈ Σ11 and A 6⊆ C. Sine C ∈ Π
1
1, we may assume that
A ∩ C = ∅. Let T be a reursive pruned tree on ω × ω suh that A = proj[T ].
If A ∈ I , then there is a sequene of losed sets 〈Dn : n < ω〉 suh that eah
Dn ∈ I and A ⊆
⋃
n<ωDn. By indution we onstrut a sequene of 〈τn ∈ ω
<ω〉
and σn ∈ T suh that for eah n < ω the following hold
• σn+1 ) σn and τn+1 ) τn,
• proj[T (σn)] ⊆ [τn],
• proj[T (σn−1)] ∩ [τn] ∩ Dn = ∅
We take σ−1 = ∅. Suppose σn and τn are onstruted. Notie that proj[T (σn)]
isΣ11. Sine A∩C = ∅ we see that cl(proj[T (σn)]) 6∈ K. Consequently, proj[T (σn)] 6⊆
Dn and hene there is τn+1 ) τn, [τn+1] ⊆ τn suh that
(i) proj[T (σn)] ∩ [τn+1] 6= ∅,
(ii) proj[T (σn)] ∩ ∩[τn+1] ∩Dn = ∅.
Using (i) nd σn+1 ) σn suh that σn+1 ∈ T and proj[T (σn+1)] ⊆ [τn+1].
Now, if s =
⋃
n<ω σn, then s ∈ limT , so π(s) ∈ A, but π(s) 6∈
⋃
n<ωDn. This
ends the proof of the lemma. 
Consider the following formula I ′(v) (v is a variable):
∀z ∈ X z ∈ A˜v ⇒ z ∈ Fv.
Note that I ′ is a Π11 formula and
V |= ∀t ∈ ωω I(t)⇔ I ′(t).
This is a Π12 sentene, so by absoluteness we see that I and I
′
dene the same set
of odes of analyti sets in W .
Now we will show that IW is a σ-ideal generated by losed sets. The fat that
IW is losed under taking analyti subsets follows from Lemma 5.9 beause IW
is Π
1
1 on Σ
1
1.
Let us show that IW is losed under ountable unions. Pik a reursive bijetion
⌈·⌉ : (ωω)ω → ωω. The following sentene
(∗) ∀〈tn : n < ω〉 ∈ (ω
ω)ω ((∀n < ω I ′(tn)) ⇒ I
′(⌈tn : n < ω⌉))
is Π12 and hene it is absolute. Note that for any 〈tn : n < ω〉 ∈ (ω
ω)ω we have
Ftk ⊆ F⌈tn:n<ω⌉ for eah k < ω (beause tk ∈ ∆
1
1(⌈tn : n < ω⌉)). Therefore (∗)
holds in V and hene also inW . This shows that the family of analyti sets oded
by (I ′)W (ωω) is losed under ountable unions.
To see that IW is generated by losed sets, take any t ∈ W ∩ ωω suh that
(A˜W )t ∈ I
W
. This means that W |= I ′(t), so (A˜W )t ⊆ (F
W )t. Let 〈tn : n < ω〉 ∈
W be the the sequene of all elements of ωω in W whih are ∆11(t) and satisfy
Kˆ(v). By the denition of F we see that
W |= (A˜W )t ⊆
⋃
n<ω
(A˜W )tn
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is satised in W . Let 〈sn : n < ω〉 ∈ W be a sequene of elements of W ∩ ω
ω
suh that W |= (C˜W )sn = cl(A˜
W )tn for eah n < ω. Now W |= Kˆ(tn) implies
W |= K(sn). Therefore W |= (C˜
W )sn ∈ I
W
beause
∀t, s ∈ ωω (A˜s ⊆ C˜t ∧ K(t)) ⇒ I(s)
is Π
1
2 and holds in V . Sine
W |= (A˜W )t ⊆
⋃
n<ω
(C˜W )sn ,
we onlude that IW is generated by losed sets. 
Remark 5.11. It is worth noting that analogously as in the alternative proof of
Proposition 1.4 we an get the following. If I is a Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideal and V ⊆W
is a generi extension, then IW is a Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideal in W .
Zapletal denes in [22℄ the lass of iterable σ-ideals (see [22, Denition 5.1.3℄
for a denition without large ardinals, and [22, Denition 5.1.2℄ for a denition
under large ardinal assumptions). Π
1
1 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideals generated by losed sets
are iterable in the sense of [22, Denition 5.1.3℄.
6. Produts and iterations
If I is a σ-ideal on X, then we write ∀Ix ∈ X ϕ(x) to denote that {x ∈ X :
¬ϕ(x)} ∈ I . Let I and J be σ-ideals on Polish spaes X and Y , respetively.
Reall that the Fubini produt of I and J , denoted by I ⊗ J , is the σ-ideal of
those A ⊆ X × Y suh that
∀Ix ∈ X ∀J y ∈ Y (x, y) 6∈ A.
If Ik is a σ-ideal on Xk, for eah k < n, then we naturally extend the above
denition to dene
⊗
k<n Ik = I0 ⊗
⊗
0<k<n Ik. For eah n < ω we also dene
the Fubini powers of a σ-ideal I as follows In =
⊗
k<n I .
Lemma 6.1 (Folklore). Suppose I and J are Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideals on Polish spaes
X and Y , respetively. Let A ⊆ X × Y be a Σ11 set in I ⊗ J . There is a Σ
1
1 set
D suh that A ∩D = ∅ and
∀Ix ∈ X ∀J y ∈ Y (x, y) ∈ D.
Proof. To simplify notation suppose that X = Y = ωω, A ∈ Σ11, and I and J are
Π11 on Σ
1
1. Put
U1 =
⋃
(Σ11 ∩ I)
and let U2 ⊆ ωω × ωω be suh that for eah t ∈ ωω we have
(U2)t =
⋃
(Σ11(t) ∩ J ).
By the First Reetion Theorem we have U1 =
⋃
(∆11∩I) and (U
2)t =
⋃
(∆11(t)∩
J ) for eah t ∈ ωω. Therefore, by the usual oding of ∆11 sets, we get that U
1
and U2 are Π11. Put
C = (U1 × Y ) ∪ U2.
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Notie that A ⊆ C (sine otherwise we get that A 6∈ I ⊗J ). Now B = X×Y \C
is as needed. 
Generalizing the nite Fubini produts, one an dene the Fubini produt of
length α for any α < ω1. A game-theoreti denition of I
α
is given in [22,
Denition 5.1.1℄. Denition 6.3 below (equivalent to [22, Denition 5.1.1℄) appears
in [4, p. 74℄. If 0 < β < α are ountable ordinals, then we write πα,β for
the projetion to the rst β oordinates from
∏
γ<αXγ to
∏
γ<βXγ . For eah
D ⊆
∏
γ<αXγ , we dene πα,0[D] to be X. If A ⊆
∏
γ<β+1Xγ and x ∈
∏
γ<β Xγ ,
then Ax denotes the vertial setion of A at x. If A ⊆ X and x ∈ X, then we put
Ax = A.
Denition 6.2. Let α be a ountable ordinal, 〈Xβ : β < α〉 be a sequene
of Polish spaes and I¯ = 〈Iβ : β < α〉 be a sequene of σ-ideals, Iβ on Xβ,
respetively. We say that a set D ⊆
∏
β<αXβ is an I¯-positive ube if
(i) for eah β < α and for eah x ∈ πα,β[D] the set
(πα,β+1[D])x is Iβ+1-positive,
(ii) for eah limit β < α and x ∈ Xβ,
x ∈ πα,β[D] ⇔ ∀γ < β x↾γ ∈ πα,γ [D].
We say that D is an I¯-full ube if additionally we have
(i') for eah β < α and for eah x ∈ πα,β[D] the set
(πα,β+1[D])x is Iβ+1-full.
If Γ is a projetive pointlass, then we say that D is an I¯-positive (resp. full) Γ
ube if D is I¯-positive (resp. full) ube and additionally
• for eah β ≤ α the set πα,β[D] ∈ Γ(
∏
γ<β Xγ).
Analogous denitions appear also in [8℄, [4℄ and [22℄. Now we dene Fubini
produts.
Denition 6.3. Let α be a ountable ordinal, 〈Xβ : β < α〉 be a sequene
of Polish spaes and I¯ = 〈Iβ : β < α〉 be a sequene of σ-ideals, Iβ on Xβ,
respetively. A set B ⊆
∏
β<αXβ belongs to
⊗
β<α Iβ if and only if there is an
I¯-full ube D ⊆
∏
β<αXβ disjoint from B.
Remark 6.4. Let X be a Polish spae and let I be a Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideal on X,
generated by losed sets. Suppose A ⊆ X2 is Σ11. We will show that either A
belongs to I2, or else A ontains an I2-positive Gδ set.
Let D ⊆ X2 × ωω be a losed set suh that π[D] = A (here π denotes the
projetion to the rst two oordinates). By Lemma 5.6, the family G of I-perfet
Gδ sets is Σ
1
1 (in the sense of Setion 5, in terms of G˜). Put A
′ = {x ∈ X : Ax 6∈
I}. If A′ ∈ I , then learly A ∈ I2. Suppose that A′ 6∈ I .
By Theorem 1.3, for eah x ∈ A′ there is an I-perfet Gδ set G ontained in
Ax. Pik x ∈ A
′
and suh a G ⊆ Ax. Using Σ
1
2-absoluteness, we get a PI -name
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y˙ for an element of D suh that (we identify (X2)x with X here)
G  π(y˙) = g˙
(g˙ is the name for the generi point).
Now, by properness and ontinuous reading of names for PI , there is an I-
perfetGδ set G
′ ⊆ G, and a ontinuous funtion f : G′ → ωω with f ⊆ D. To see
this, nd a ontinuous funtion f ′ reading y˙, take suitable ountable elementary
submodel M ≺ Hκ (κ big enough), nd G
′
onsisting of generi reals over M and
put f = f ′↾G. The fat that (x, f(x)) ∈ D for x ∈ G follows from Σ11-absoluteness
between M [x] and V .
Therefore, for eah x ∈ A′ the following holds
∃G ∈ G ∃f : G
∗
−→ Dx.
This is a Σ
1
1 formula, so by Σ
1
2-absoluteness we have
A′  ∃G ∈ G ∃f : G
∗
−→ Dg˙.
Again, by properness and ontinuous reading of names (applied to the name
for (a ode of) dom(f)) we get an I-perfet Gδ set G
′ ⊆ A′ and a ontinuous
funtion g : G′ → G suh that for eah x ∈ G′ we have G˜g(x) ⊆ Ax. Let
G = {(x, y) ∈ X2 : x ∈ G′ ∧ y ∈ G˜g(x)} = (g, id)
−1[G˜]. This is an I2-positive Gδ
set ontained in A.
Note that the following lemma immediately follows from Lemma 6.1
Lemma 6.5 (Folklore). Suppose I¯ = 〈Ik : k < n〉 is a sequene of Π
1
1 on Σ
1
1
σ-ideals, Ik on Xk. Let A ⊆
∏
k<nXk be a Σ
1
1 set in
⊗
k<n Ik. There is an I¯-full
Σ
1
1 ube D disjoint from A.
If α is a ountable ordinal and 〈Iβ : β < α〉 is a sequene of iterable σ-ideals,
Iβ on Xβ, then we denote by ∗β<αPIβ the ountable support iteration of PIβ 's
of length α. If A ⊆
∏
β<αXβ is an I¯-positive Bor ube, then we assoiate
with A the following ondition pα(A) in ∗β<αPIβ . If β < α, then pα(A)(β) is a
∗γ<βPIγ -name Y˙β (for an Iβ-positive Borel set) suh that
pβ(πα,β[A])  Y˙β = Ag˙β ,
where g˙β is the name for the ∗γ<βPIγ -generi point in
∏
γ<β Xγ . Zapletal proved
the following (the statement in [22, Theorem 5.1.6℄ deals with just one σ-ideal I
but the proof shows the stronger statement).
Theorem 6.6 (Zapletal, [22, Theorem 5.1.6℄). Let α be a ountable ordinal. If
I¯ = 〈Iβ : β < α〉 is a sequene of iterable σ-ideals on Polish spaes Xβ, re-
spetively, then the funtion pα is a dense embedding from the poset of I¯-positive
Bor ubes (ordered by inlusion) into ∗β<αPIβ . Moreover, any
⊗
β<α Iβ-positive
Borel set in
∏
β<αXβ ontains an I¯-positive Bor ube and the foring P
N
β<α Iβ
is equivalent to ∗β<αPIβ .
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Kanovei and Zapletal proved also the following (again, the statement of [22,
Theorem 5.1.9℄ deals with one σ-ideal but the proof generalizes to the statement
below).
Theorem 6.7 (Kanovei, Zapletal, [22, Theorem 5.1.9℄). Let α be a ountable
ordinal and I¯ = 〈Iβ : β < α〉 be a sequene of iterable σ-ideals on Polish spaes
Xβ, respetively. If A ⊆
∏
β<αXβ is Σ
1
1, then either A ∈
⊗
β<α Iβ, or else A
ontains an I¯-positive Bor ube.
In the proof of Theorem 6.7, Kanovei and Zapletal generalized Lemma 6.5 in
the following way.
Theorem 6.8 (Kanovei, Zapletal, [22, proof of Theorem 5.1.9℄). Let α be a
ountable ordinal and I¯ = 〈Iβ : β < α〉 be a sequene of Π
1
1 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideals on
Polish spaes Xβ, respetively. If A ⊆
∏
β<αXβ, is Σ
1
1 and A ∈
⊗
β<α Iβ, then
there is an I¯-full Σ11 ube D disjoint from A.
The following (unpublished) orollary was ommuniated to me by Pawlikowski.
Corollary 6.9 (Pawlikowski, [15℄). If X is a Polish spae and α is a ountable
ordinal, then M(X)α ∩Σ11(X
α) ⊆M(Xα).
Theorem 1.5 was motivated by Theorems 1.3, 6.7 and Corollary 6.9. Now we
restate it, in a slightly stronger version.
Theorem 6.10. Let 〈Xn : n < ω〉 be a sequene of Polish spaes and I¯ = 〈In :
n < ω〉 be a sequene of Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideals generated by losed sets, In on Xn,
respetively. If A ⊆
∏
n<ωXn is Σ
1
1, then
• either A ∈
⊗
n<ω In,
• or else A ontains an I¯-positive Gδ ube G suh that
(Σ11(
∏
n<ω
Xn) ∩
⊗
n<ω
In)↾G ⊆M(G).
Proof. Suppose A ⊆
∏
n<ωXn is an analyti
⊗
n<ω In-positive set. By Theorem
6.7 we may assume that A is an I¯-positive Bor ube. For eah n < ω write An
for πω,n[A] and let En ⊆
∏
i<nXi × ω
ω
be a losed set projeting to An. Let
Gn ⊆ ω
ω
be the analyti set from Lemma 5.6 onsisting of odes of all In-perfet
Gδ sets. In this proof we denote πn,n−1 by πn and write I¯n for 〈Ii : i < n〉.
We will use the following lemma.
Lemma 6.11 (Kuratowski, Ulam). Let X and Y be Polish spaes and let f :
Y → X be a ontinuous open surjetion. Suppose B ⊆ Y has the Baire property
and
∀Mx ∈ X B ∩ f−1[{x}] is meager in f−1[{x}].
Then B is meager in Y .
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Proof. The proof is almost the same as the proof of the produt version of the
Kuratowski-Ulam theorem [9, Theorem 8.41℄. The dierene is that instead of [9,
Lemma 8.42℄, we need to prove that if U ⊆ Y is open dense, then
(∗) ∀Mx ∈ X U ∩ f−1[{x}] is open dense in f−1[{x}].
To show this, we take the open basis 〈Un : n < ω〉 of Y and we show that for eah
n < ω the set
Vn = {x ∈ X : f
−1[{x}] ∩ Un = ∅ ∨ f
−1[{x}] ∩ Un ∩ U 6= ∅}
ontains an open dense set. Indeed, let Wn = X \ f [Un] and notie that the set
f [Un]∪Wn is open dense in X. Moreover, Wn ⊆ Vn and Vn ∩ f [Un] is dense open
in f [Un]. Now, notie that if x ∈
⋂
n<ω Vn, then U ∩ f
−1[{x}] is open dense in
f−1[{x}]. This proves (∗). 
We shall onstrut a sequene of Gδ sets Gn ⊆
∏
i<nXi suh that
(i) πn[Gn] ⊆ Gn−1 is omeager in Gn−1,
(ii) for eah x ∈ πn[Gn] the set (Gn)x is In-perfet,
(iii) πn↾Gn : Gn → πn[Gn] is an open map,
(iv) if D ⊆
∏
i<nXi is an I¯n-full Σ
1
1 ube, then D ∩Gn is omeager in Gn
Note that, by Lemma 6.5, (iv) implies
(v) (Σ11(
∏
i<nXi) ∩
⊗
i<n Ii)↾Gn ⊆M(Gn).
For n = 0 use Lemma 5.4 to nd an I0-perfet Gδ-set G0 ⊆ A0. Notie that
(Σ11(X0) ∩ I0)↾G0 ⊆M(G0) follows from the fat that G0 is I0-perfet.
Suppose the set Gn ⊆ X
n
is onstruted. Similarly as in Remark 6.4 we
onlude that by Lemma 5.4, Σ
1
2-absoluteness and ontinuous reading of names
for PI , for eah x ∈ Gn there is a ode c(x) ∈ Gn+1 for an In+1-perfet Gδ set
G˜c(x) and a funtion f : G˜c(x)
∗
−→ (En+1)x. Consider the set
W = {(x, d) ∈ Xn×ωω : x ∈ Gn, ∃c ∈ Gn+1 ∃f : G˜c
∗
−→ (En+1)x dom(f) = G˜d}.
W is analyti and all vertial setions of W are nonempty. Hene, by the Jankov-
von Neumann theorem, W has a σ(Σ11)-measurable uniformization g : Gn →
Gn+1. In partiular, g is Baire measurable and hene it is ontinuous on a dense
Gδ set G
′
n ⊆ Gn. Let
Gn+1 = {(x, y) ∈ X
n ×X : x ∈ G′n ∧ y ∈ G˜g(x)}.
Gn+1 is a Gδ set sine Gn+1 = (g, id)
−1[G˜]. Moreover, πn+1[Gn+1] = G
′
n is
omeager in Gn.
Note that the funtion πn+1↾Gn+1 : Gn+1 → G
′
n is open by Lemma 5.2 and the
fat that g is ontinuous on G′n.
Now, let D ⊆
∏
i<n+1Xi be an I¯n+1-full Σ
1
1 ube. The set Dn = πn+1[D]
is an I¯n-full Σ
1
1 ube, so, by the indutive hypothesis, Dn ∩ Gn is omeager in
Gn. Therefore, Dn ∩ G
′
n is omeager in G
′
n. Moreover, if x ∈ G
′
n ∩ Dn, then
Dx∩ (Gn+1)x is omeager in (Gn+1)x, sine (Gn+1)x is In+1-perfet. Now, D has
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the Baire property, so by Lemma 6.11 (for the funtion πn+1↾Gn+1 : Gn+1 → G
′
n)
we have that D ∩Gn+1 is omeager in Gn+1.
This ends the onstrution.
Put
G =
⋂
n<ω
π−1ω,n[Gn].
G is a Gδ set and it is ontained in A sine A is a (I¯-positive) ube. For eah
n, k < ω onsider also the set
Hkn = {xn ∈ Gn : ∀
Myn+1 ∈ (Gn+1)xn . . . ∀
Myn+k ∈ (Gn+k)(xn,yn+1,...,yn+k−1)
∃yn+k+1 ∈ (Gn+k+1)(xn,yn+1,...,yn+k) (xn, yn+1, . . . yn+k+1) ∈ Gn+k}
Applying (k+1)-many times Lemma 6.11 we onlude that Hkn is omeager in
Gn for eah k < ω. Put
Hn =
⋂
k<ω
Hkn.
Eah Hn is also a omeager subset of Gn. Notie that πn+1[Hn+1] ⊆ Hn and
πn+1[Hn+1] is omeager in Gn for eah n < ω. Moreover, for eah n < m < ω
(∗) πm,n[Hm] is omeager in Gn
(by repeatedly applying Lemma 6.11).
Notie that for eah n < ω we have⋂
n<m<ω
πm,n[Hm] ⊆ πω,n[G].
Consequently, by (∗) we have that πω,n[G] is omeager in Gn. Therefore, it is⊗
i<n Ii-positive, by (v). For eah k < ω and x ∈ πω,k[G] we may repeat the
above argument in the spae (
∏
n<ωXn)x and onlude that the set (πω,k+1[G])x
is omeager in (Gk+1)x and hene is Ik+1-positive (sine (Gk+1)x is Ik+1-perfet).
Therefore G is I¯-positive Gδ ube.
Now we prove that (Σ11(
∏
n<ωXn)∩
⊗
n<ω In)↾G ⊆M(G). By Theorem 6.8 it
is enough to prove that if D ⊆
∏
n<ωXn is I¯-full Σ
1
1 ube, then D∩G is omeager
in G. Write Dn = πω,n[D]. Using (iv) we see that Dn is omeager in Gn. For
eah n < ω nd a dense in Gn Gδ set G
′′
n ⊆ Dn suh that G
′′
n+1 ⊆ π
−1
n [G
′′
n]. Let
G′′ =
⋂
n<ω π
−1
ω,n[G
′′
n]. Note that G
′′ ⊆ D ∩ G and G′′ is a Gδ set. We will prove
that G′′ is dense in G.
Repeatedly applying Theorem 6.11 and the property (iv) we see that for eah
n < ω the following holds
∀My0 ∈ G0 ∀
My1 ∈ (G1)y0 . . . ∀
Myn ∈ (Gn)(y0,...,yn−1) (y0, . . . , yn) ∈ G
′′
n.
Using this we an easily show G′′ is nonempty, and, in fat, that if Un ⊆ X
n
is
open, then G′′ ∩ π−1ω,n[Un] is nonempty. But this implies that G
′′
is dense in G.
This ends the proof. 
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Let X and Y be Polish spaes and F : X → P(Y ) be a multifuntion. If A is
a family of subsets of X, then we say that F is A-measurable if for eah open set
U ⊆ Y the set F−1(U) = {x ∈ X : F (x)∩U 6= ∅} belongs to A. We say that F is
an analyti multifuntion if its graph, i.e
⋃
x∈X {x} ×F (x), is analyti in X × Y .
The following result is motivated by the Kuratowski-Ryll Nardzewski theorem.
Proposition 6.12. Let X be a Polish spae and I a σ-ideal on X generated by
losed sets. If F : X → P(ωω) is an analyti multifuntion then there is an
I-positive Gδ set G suh that F↾G is Σ
0
3-measurable.
Proof. Denote the graph of F by A and let a be suh that A ∈ Σ11(a). Let A(v,w)
be a Σ11(a) formula dening the set A. Take M ≺ Hκ (for a big enough κ)
ontaining a and PI . Let Gen(M) ⊆ X be the set of all PI-generi reals over
M . Gen(M) is an I-positive Borel set by properness of PI . Find an I-positive
Gδ set G ⊆ Gen(M). We will show that F ↾G is Σ
0
3-measurable. Notie that if
τ ∈ ω<ω and x ∈ X, then
x ∈ F−1([τ ]) i ∃y ∈ [τ ] A(x, y).
This is a Σ11(a) formula, so it is absolute for M [x] ⊆ V . Therefore, by a usual
foring argument and the fat that I-positive Gδ sets are dense in PI we get
F−1
[
[τ ]
]
=
⋃
{G ∈ PI ∩M : G ∈ Gδ ∧ G  ∃y ∈ [τ ] A(g˙, y)}.
This is a Σ
0
3 set. 
7. Closed null sets
We denote by E the σ-ideal generated by losed null sets in 2ω (with respet to
the standard Haar measure µ on 2ω). The sets in E are both null and meager. E
is properly ontained in M∩N [2, Lemma 2.6.1℄ and in fat, one an show that
E is not .
The family of losed sets in E oinides with the family of losed null sets and
E ∩Π01(2
ω) is a Gδ set in K(2
ω) (for eah ε > 0 the set {C ∈ K(2ω) : µ(C) < ε}
is open). Therefore, E is Π11 on Σ
1
1 by Corollary 5.8.
The foring PE adds an unbounded real and a splitting real. In fat, one an
hek that the generi real is splitting. To see that PE adds an unbounded real,
reall a theorem of Zapletal [22, Theorem 3.3.2℄, whih says that a foring PI is
ωω-bounding if and only PI has ontinuous reading of names and ompat sets
are dense in PI . Let G be a Gδ set suh that G ∈ N and 2
ω \ G ∈ M. G is
E-positive but no ompat E-positive set is ontained in G. In partiular ompat
sets are not dense in PE and hene this foring is not ω
ω
-bounding. PE does not,
however, add a dominating real. This follows from another theorem of Zapletal
[22, Theorem 3.8.15℄, whih says that if I is a Π11 on Σ
1
1 σ-ideal, then the foring
PI does not add a dominating real.
Zapletal proved in [22, Theorem 4.1.7℄ (see the rst paragraph of the proof) that
if I is a σ-ideal generated by an analyti olletion of losed sets and V ⊆ V [G]
is a PI -extension, then any intermediate extension V ⊆W ⊆ V [G] is equal either
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to V or V [G], or is an extension by a Cohen real. Therefore it is natural to ask
if PE adds Cohen reals.
Reall that a losed set D ⊆ 2ω is self-supporting if for any lopen set U the
set D ∩ U is either empty or not null. Notie that a losed set is self-supporting
if and only if it is E-perfet. If µ is a Borel measure on X and A ∈ Bor(X) is
suh that µ(A) > 0, then by µA we denote the relative measure on A dened as
µA(B) = µ(A ∩B)/µ(A).
Theorem 7.1. The foring PE does not add Cohen reals.
Proof. Suppose B ∈ PE and x˙ is a name for a real suh that
B  x˙ is a Cohen real.
By Lemma 5.4 and ontinuous reading of names we nd a Gδ set G ⊆ B suh
that D = G is self-supporting and a ontinuous funtion f : G → ωω suh that
G  x˙ = f(g˙). Pik a ontinuous, stritly positive measure ν on G. For eah
τ ∈ ω<ω the set Cτ = f
−1
[
[τ ]
]
is a relative lopen in G. Find open sets C ′τ ⊆ D
suh that Cτ = C
′
τ ∩ G. D is zero-dimensional, so by the redution property for
open sets we may assume that
• C ′τ0 ⊆ C
′
τ1
for τ0 ⊆ τ1,
• C ′τ0 ∩ C
′
τ1
= ∅ for τ0 ⊥ τ1.
We will nd a tree T ⊆ ω<ω suh that limT is nowhere dense in ωω and the
losure of the set f−1[lim T ] is self-supporting.
Enumerate all nonempty lopen sets in D in a sequene 〈V ′n : n < ω〉 and all
nonempty lopen sets in G in a sequene 〈Vn : n < ω〉, and elements of ω
<ω
in a
sequene 〈σn : n < ω〉. If τ ∈ ω
<ω
, then 〈C ′
τan
: n < ω〉 is a sequene of disjoint
open sets in D and 〈Cτan : n < ω〉 is a sequene of disjoint open sets in G. Thus
for eah ε > 0 there is n ∈ ω suh that µ(C ′
τan
) < ε as well as ν(Cτan) < ε.
Moreover, for eah m ∈ ω there is n ∈ ω suh that µV ′m(V
′
m ∩ C
′
τan
) < ε and
νVm(Vm ∩Cτan) < ε.
By indution, we nd a olletion of nodes τn ∈ ω
<ω
suh that the tree
T = {τ ∈ ω<ω : ∀n τn 6⊆ τ}
is suh that lim T is nowhere dense, and for eah m < ω we have
either V ′m ⊆
⋃
n<ω
C ′τn or µ(Vm \
⋃
n<ω
C ′τn) > 0
and
either Vm ⊆
⋃
n<ω
Cτn or ν(Vm \
⋃
n<ω
Cτn) > 0.
Along the indution we also onstrut sequenes of reals εn ≥ 0 and δn ≥ 0.
At the n-th step of the indution onsider the sets U ′n = V
′
n \
⋃
i<nC
′
τi
and
Un = Vn \
⋃
i<nCτi , whih are either empty or of positive measure (µ or ν,
respetively) by the indutive assumption. Put εn = µ(U
′
n), δn = µ(Un). Find
τn ∈ ω
<ω
suh that τn = σn
ak for some k < ω and for eah i ≤ n
• if εi > 0, then µV ′i (C
′
τn
∩ V ′i ) < 2
−n−1εi,
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• if δi > 0, then νVi(Cτn ∩ Vi) < 2
−n−1δi.
The set
A = G \
⋃
n
Cτn
is of type Gδ. Moreover, it follows from the onstrution that A = D \
⋃
nC
′
τn
and that A is self-supported, so A 6∈ E by Lemma 5.3. On the other hand,
A  x˙ ∈ limT , whih gives a ontradition, sine lim T is nowhere dense. 
Corollary 7.2. If G is PE-generi over V , then the extension V ⊆ V [G] is
minimal.
Now we will introdue a fusion sheme for the σ-ideal E . Denote by GE the
following game sheme. In his n-th turn, Adam piks ξn ∈ 2
n
suh that ξn ) ξn−1
(ξ−1 = ∅). In her n-th turn, Eve piks a basi lopen set Cn ⊆ [ξn] suh that
µ[ξn](Cn) <
1
n
.
For a set A ⊆ 2ω we dene the game GE(A) in the game sheme GE as follows.
Eve wins a play in GE(A) if
x 6∈ A ∨ ∀∞n x ∈ Cn
(where x ∈ 2ω is the union of the ξn's piked by Adam). Otherwise Adam wins.
Proposition 7.3. For any set A ⊆ 2ω, Eve has a winning strategy in GE (A) if
and only if A ∈ E.
Proof. Suppose rst that Eve has a winning strategy S in GE (A). For eah σ ∈
2<ω onsider a partial play τσ in whih Adam piks suessively σ↾k for k ≤ |σ|.
Let Cσ be the Eve's next move, aording to S, after τσ. Put En =
⋃
σ∈2n Cσ.
Clearly En is a lopen set and µ(En) ≤ 1/n. Let Dn =
⋂
m≥nEn. Now, eah
Dn is a losed null set and A ⊆
⋃
nDn sine S is a winning strategy. Therefore
A ∈ E .
Conversely, assume that A ∈ E . There are losed null sets Dn suh that
A ⊆
⋃
nDn. Without loss of generality assume Dn ⊆ Dn+1. Let Tn ⊆ ω
<ω
be a
tree suh that Dn = limTn. We dene a strategy S for Eve as follows. Suppose
Adam has piked σ ∈ 2n in his n-th move and onsider the tree Tn(σ). Sine
limTn(σ) is of measure zero, there is k < ω suh that
|Tn(σ) ∩ 2
k|
2k
<
1
n
.
Let Eve's answer be the set
⋃
τ∈Tn(σ)∩2k
[τ ]. One an readily hek that this
denes a winning strategy for Eve in GE (A). 
Corollary 7.4. If B ⊆ 2ω is Borel, then B ∈ E if and only if Eve has a winning
strategy in GE (B).
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8. Deomposing Baire lass 1 funtions
Let X and Y be Polish spaes and f : X → Y be a Borel funtion. We say
that f is pieewise ontinuous if X an be overed by a ountable family of losed
sets on eah of whih f is ontinuous.
Reall that a funtion is Gδ-measurable if preimages of Gδ sets are Gδ or,
equivalently, preimages of open sets are Gδ. If f : X → Y is a Gδ-measurable
funtion, then preimages of losed sets are Fσ. Therefore, if Y is zero-dimensional,
then preimages of open sets are also Fσ, so onsequently ∆
0
2.
The following haraterization of pieewise ontinuity has been given by Jayne
and Rogers.
Theorem 8.1 (Jayne, Rogers, [7, Theorem 5℄). Let X be a Souslin spae and Y
be a Polish spae. A funtion f : X → Y is pieewise ontinuous if and only if it
is Gδ-measurable.
A nie and short proof of the Jayne-Rogers theorem an be found in [13℄.
Classial examples of Borel funtions whih are not pieewise ontinuous are the
Lebesgue funtions L,L1 : 2
ω → R (for denitions see [19, Setion 1℄). For two
funtions f : X → Y and f ′ : X ′ → Y ′ we write f ⊑ f ′ if there are topologial
embeddings ϕ : X → X ′ and ψ : Y → Y ′ suh that f ′ ◦ϕ = ψ ◦ f . In [19℄ Soleki
strengthened Theorem 8.1 proving the following result.
Theorem 8.2 (Soleki, [19, Theorem 3.1℄). Let X be a Souslin spae, Y be a
Polish spae and f : X → Y be Baire lass 1. Then
• either f is pieewise ontinuous,
• or L ⊑ f , or L1 ⊑ f .
Theorem 8.1 follows from Theorem 8.2 beause neither L nor L1 isGδ-measurable.
From now now until the end of this setion we x a Polish spae X and a
Baire lass 1, not pieewise ontinuous funtion f : X → ωω (ωω an be replaed
with any zero-dimensional Polish spae). Consider the σ-ideal If on X generated
by losed sets on whih f is ontinuous. We will prove that the foring PIf is
equivalent to the Miller foring (see Corollary 8.10).
Suppose C ⊆ X is a ompat set and c : 2ω → C is a homeomorphism. We all
(c, C) a opy of the Cantor spae and denote it by c : 2ω →֒ C ⊆ X. We denote
by Q the set of all points in 2ω whih are eventually equal to 0.
Proposition 8.3. Suppose that G ⊆ X is a Gδ set suh that G 6∈ I
f
. There exist
an open set U ⊆ ωω and a opy of the Cantor spae c : 2ω →֒ C ⊆ X suh that
• f−1[U ] ∩ C = c[Q],
• C \ c[Q] ⊆ G.
Proof. Denote {τ ∈ 2<ω : τ = ∅ ∨ τ(|τ | − 1) = 0} by Q.
Denition 8.4. A Hurewiz sheme is a Cantor sheme of losed sets Fτ ⊆ X
for τ ∈ 2<ω together with a family of points xτ ∈ X and lopen sets Uτ ⊆ ω
ω
for
τ ∈ Q suh that:
• xτa0 = xτ , Uτa0 = Uτ ,
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• xτ ∈ Fτ ∩ f
−1[Uτ ].
Suppose thatG =
⋂
nGn with eah Gn open andGn+1 ⊆ Gn. We will onstrut
a Hurewiz sheme suh that for eah τ ∈ 2n the following two onditions hold:
•
(
Fτ \ f
−1
[⋃
σ∈2n∩Q Uσ
])
∩G 6∈ If ,
• Fτa1 ⊆
(
Fτ \ f
−1
[⋃
σ∈2n∩Q Uσ
])
∩G|τ |.
We need the following lemma (its speial ase an be found in the proof of the
Jayne-Rogers theorem in [13℄).
Lemma 8.5. If F is a losed set in X and F ∩G 6∈ If then there is x ∈ F and
a lopen set U ⊆ ωω suh that f(x) ∈ U and for eah open neighborhood V of x
(V \ f−1[U ]) ∩G 6∈ If .
Moreover, if W ⊆ ωω is a lopen set suh that F ∩ f−1[W ] 6∈ If , then we may
require that U ⊆W .
Proof. First let W = ωω. Without loss of generality assume that for eah
nonempty open set V ⊆ F we have V ∩G 6∈ If . Supppose that the onlusion is
false. We show that f is ontinuous on F , ontraditing the fat that F ∩G 6∈ If .
Pik arbitrary x ∈ F and a lopen set U suh that f(x) ∈ U . By the assumption
there is an open neighborhood V ∋ x suh that (V \ f−1[U ])∩G ∈ If . We laim
that V ⊆ f−1[U ]. Suppose otherwise, then there is y ∈ V suh that f(y) 6∈ U .
Pik a lopen set U ′ suh that U ′ ∩U = ∅ and f(y) ∈ U ′. Again, by the assump-
tion there is an open neighborhood V ′ of y suh that (V ′ \ f−1[U ′]) ∩ G ∈ If .
Now V ′′ = V ∩ V ′ is a nonempty open set and sine U ′ ∩ U = ∅ we have that
V ′′ ∩G ⊆ (V \ f−1[U ]) ∩G ∪ (V ′ \ f−1[U ′]) ∩G.
This shows that V ′′ ∩G ∈ If , a ontradition.
Now, if W ⊆ ωω is a lopen set suh that F ∩ f−1[W ] 6∈ If then f−1[W ] ∩ F
is an Fσ set sine f is Baire lass 1. So there is a losed set F
′ ⊆ F suh that
F ′ 6∈ If and f [F ′] ⊆ W . Applying the previous argument to F ′ we get a lopen
set U suh that U ⊆W . This ends the proof. 
Now we onstrut a Hurewiz sheme. First use Lemma 8.5 to nd x∅, U∅ and
put F∅ = X. Suppose the sheme is onstruted up to the level n− 1.
First we will onstrut Uσa0 and xσa0 for eah σ ∈ 2
n−1 \ Q (reall that for
σ ∈ 2n−1 ∩Q we put Uσa0 = Uσ and xσa0 = xσ).
For eah σ ∈ 2n−1 \Q nd a nonempty, perfet losed set Cσ ⊆ ω
ω
suh that
Fσ ∩ f
−1[V ] 6∈ If for eah nonempty relatively lopen set V ⊆ Cσ (this is done
by removing from ωω those lopen sets U suh that Fτ ∩ f
−1[U ] ∈ If).
Lemma 8.6. There is a sequene of nonempty lopen (in ωω) sets 〈Wτ : τ ∈
2n−1 \Q〉 suh that
• Wτ ∩Cτ 6= ∅
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• for eah σ ∈ 2n−1 ∩Q and for eah open neighborhood V of xσ we have((
V \
⋃
σ′∈2n−1∩Q
f−1[Uσ′ ]
)
\
⋃
τ∈2n−1\Q
f−1[Wτ ]
)
∩G 6∈ If .
Proof. Enumerate 2n−1 \ Q in a sequene 〈τi : i < 2
n−2〉 and onstrut the sets
Wτi by indution on i < 2
n−2
. Fix i < 2n−2 and suppose that Wτj are already
dened for j < i and((
V \
⋃
σ∈2n−1∩Q
f−1[Uσ]
)
\
⋃
j<i
f−1[Wτj ]
)
∩G 6∈ If .
Claim. If O0 and O1 are two disjoint nonempty lopen sets in ω
ω
, then for eah
σ ∈ 2n−1∩Q there exists k ∈ {0, 1} suh that for eah open neighborhood V of xσ
the following holds((
V \
⋃
σ∈2n−1∩Q
f−1[Uσ]
)
\
⋃
j<i
f−1[Wτj ]
)
∩G \ f−1[Ok] 6∈ I
f .
Proof. Notie that for a single open neighborhood V of xσ one k ∈ {0, 1} is good.
If 〈Vn : n < ω〉 is a base at xσ, then some k ∈ {0, 1} is good for innitely many
of them. 
Enumerate 2n−1∩Q in a sequene 〈σk : k < 2
n−2〉. Using the above Claim and
the fat that Cτi is perfet, nd a dereasing sequene of nonempty lopen sets
Ok ⊆ ω
ω
for k < 2n−2 suh that
• Ok ⊆ Ok−1,
• Ok ∩Cτi 6= ∅,
• for eah open neighborhood V of xσk((
V \
⋃
σ∈2n−1∩Q
f−1[Uσ]
)
\
⋃
j<i
f−1[Wτj ]
)
∩G \ f−1[Ok] 6∈ I
f .
Finally, let Wτi be the last of Ok's. 
By the assumption on Cτ 's, we have Fτ ∩ f
−1[Wτ ] 6∈ I
f
, for eah τ ∈ 2n−1 \Q.
Using Lemma 8.5, for eah τ ∈ 2n−1 \Q nd a lopen set Uτa0 ⊆Wτ and a point
xτa0 suh that the assertion of Lemma 8.5 holds.
Now all Uτ and xτ for τ ∈ 2
n ∩Q are dened and we need to nd sets Fσ for
σ ∈ 2n.
Claim. For eah σ ∈ 2n−1 there are two disjoint If -positive losed sets Fσa0, Fσa1 ⊆
Fσ of diameters less than 1/n suh that
Fσa1 ⊆
(
Fσ \
⋃
τ∈2n∩Q
f−1[Uτ ]
)
∩Gn−1
and Fσa0 ontains xσa0.
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Proof. For eah σ ∈ 2n−1 take an open neighborhood Vσ of xσa0 of diameter
< 1/n. The set
Vσ \ f
−1
[ ⋃
τ∈2n∩Q
Uτ
]
is Fσ (sine f is Baire lass 1) whih has I
f
-positive intersetion with G. Thus it
has a losed subset F suh that F also has If -positive intersetion with G. Now,
the set F ∩Gn−1 is Fσ, so nd Fσa1 whih is a losed subset of F ∩Gn−1 and has
If -positive intersetion with F ∩G. Let Fσa0 be a losed neighborhood of xσa0,
disjoint from Fσa1. 
This ends the onstrution of the Hurewiz sheme. To nish the proof, we
put U =
⋃
τ∈2<ω Uτ , C =
⋂
n<ω
⋃
τ∈2n Fτ and c : 2
ω →֒ C ⊆ X suh that
c(x) ∈
⋂
n<ω Fx↾n for eah x ∈ 2
ω
. 
Proposition 8.7. The σ-ideal If is Π11 on Σ
1
1.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 5.8 sine the family of losed sets on whih f
is ontinuous is hereditary and Π
1
1. 
Remark 8.8. Using Proposition 8.3 we an expliitly write the formula dening
the set of losed sets in If . Let K˜ ⊆ ωω ×X be the universal losed set. Notie
that K˜x 6∈ I
f
if and only if
∃U ⊆ 2ω open ∃c : 2ω → K˜x topologial embedding(
c[2ω ] ∩ f−1[U ] is dense in c[2ω ]
)
∧
(
c[2ω ] \ f−1[U ] is dense in c[2ω]
)
.
Indeed, the left-to-right impliation follows from Proposition 8.3 (when G = X).
The right-to-left impliation holds beause the set f−1[U ] is an Fσ set whih
is dense and meager on c[2ω ], therefore it annot be a relative Gδ set on c[2
ω].
Hene, by the Jayne-Rogers theorem we have that f is not pieewise ontinuous
on c[2ω ] and K˜x 6∈ I
f
.
Now, the above formula isΣ
1
1. Indeed, it is routine to write a Σ
1
1 formula saying
that c : 2ω → Kx is a topologial embedding. The rst lause of the onjuntion
an be written as
∀τ ∈ 2<ω ∃x ∈ [τ ] f(c(x)) ∈ U,
whih is Σ
1
1, and analogously we an rewrite the seond lause.
If G ⊆ X is a Gδ set and b : ω
ω → G is a homeomorphism, then we all (b,G)
a opy of the Baire spae and denote it by b : ωω →֒ G ⊆ X.
Proposition 8.9. For any B ∈ PIf there is an I
f
-positive Gδ set G ⊆ B and a
opy of the Baire spae b : ωω →֒ G ⊆ X suh that
If↾G = {b[A] : A ⊆ ωω, A ∈Kσ}.
Proof. By Theorem 1.3 and the ontinuous reading of names we may assume
that B is of type Gδ and f is ontinuous on B. Applying Proposition 8.3 we
get a opy of the Cantor spae c : 2ω →֒ C ⊆ X and an open set U ⊆ ωω
suh that f−1[U ] ∩ C = c[Q] and C \ c[Q] ⊆ B. Let G = C \ c[Q]. Via a
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natural homeomorphism of ωω and 2ω \ Q we get a opy of the Baire spae
b : ωω →֒ G ⊆ X. Note that C 6∈ If (by Theorem 8.1, sine f−1[U ]∩C is not Gδ
in C) and hene also G 6∈ If .
The σ-ideal If↾G is generated by the sets D ∩ G for D ⊆ C losed suh that
f↾D is ontinuous. The σ-ideal {b[A] : A ⊆ ωω, A ∈Kσ} is generated by ompat
subsets of G. We need to prove that these two families generate the same σ-ideals
on G.
If D ⊆ G is ompat, then D is losed in C and f is ontinuous on D beause
f is ontinuous on G. Hene D = D ∩G ∈ If↾G.
If D ⊆ C is suh that f is ontinuous on D, then D ∩G = (f↾D)−1[ωω \ U ] is
a losed in D subset of G, therefore ompat.
This ends the proof. 
As an immediate onsequene of Proposition 8.9 we get the following orollary.
Corollary 8.10. The foring PIf is equivalent to the Miller foring.
Reall a theorem of Kehris, Louveau and Woodin [10, Theorem 7℄, whih says
that any oanalyti σ-ideal of ompat sets in a Polish spae is either a Gδ set,
or else is Π
1
1-omplete. If X is ompat, then I
f ∩K(X) is a oanalyti σ-ideal
of ompat sets by Proposition 8.7.
Proposition 8.11. If ∩ F (X) is a Π11-omplete set in F (X).
Proof. As in Proposition 8.9 take c : 2ω →֒ C ⊆ X a opy of the Cantor spae and
b : ωω →֒ G ⊆ X a opy of the Baire spae, G ⊆ C a dense Gδ set in C. Reall
that the Borel struture on F (C) is indued from the topology of the hyperspae.
It is well-known (see [9, Exerise 27.9℄) that the setKσ∩F (ω
ω) is aΠ11-omplete
set in F (ωω). Let ϕ : F (ωω)→ K(C) be the funtion
F (ωω) ∋ F 7→ b[F ] ∈ K(C),
where A denotes the losure of A in C (for A ⊆ G). It is routine to hek that
ϕ is Borel-measurable. By Proposition 8.9 we have ϕ−1[If ] = Kσ. This proves
that If is Π11-omplete. 
Pieewise ontinuity of funtions from ωω to ωω has already been investigated
from the game-theoreti point of view. In [20℄ Van Wesep introdued the Bak-
trak Game GB(g) for funtions g : ω
ω → ωω. Andretta [1, Theorem 21℄ har-
aterized pieewise ontinuity of a funtion g in terms of existene of a winning
strategy for one of the players in the game GB(g).
For a Borel not pieewise ontinuous funtion g : ωω → ωω, the Baktrak
Game an be used to dene a fusion sheme for the σ-ideal Ig. In the remaining
part of this setion, we will show a very natural fusion sheme for Ig when g :
2ω → 2ω is Borel, not pieewise ontinuous.
Reall that partial ontinuous funtions from 2ω to 2ω with losed domains an
be oded by monotone funtions from 2<ω into 2<ω (see [9, Setion 2B℄).
If T ⊆ 2<ω is a nite tree, m : T → 2<ω is a monotone funtion and n < ω,
then we say that (T,m) is a monotone funtion of height n if m(τ) is of lenght n
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for eah terminal node τ of T . We say that (T1,m1) extends (T0,m0) if T1 is an
end-extension of T0 and m1 ⊇ m0.
We dene the game sheme Gpc as follows. In his n-th move, Adam piks
ξn ∈ ω
n
suh that ξn ⊇ ξn−1 (ξ−1 = ∅). In her n-th turn, Eve onstruts a
sequene of nite monotone funtions 〈Hni : i < ω〉 suh that
• ∀∞i Hni = ∅,
• Hni extends H
n−1
i ,
• Hni is a monotone funtion of height n whenever H
n
i 6= ∅.
In eah play in Gpc, for eah i < ω we have that Hi =
⋃
n<ωH
n
i is a mono-
tone funtion whih denes a partial ontinuous funtion hi with losed domain
(possibly empty).
Let g : ωω → ωω be a not pieewise ontinuous funtion and B ⊆ ωω. The
game Ggpc(B) is a game in the game sheme Gpc with the following payo set.
Eve wins a play p in Ggpc(B) if for x =
⋃
n<ω ξn (ξn is the n-th move of Adam in
p)
x 6∈ B ∨ ∃i ∈ ω (x ∈ dom(hi) ∧ g(x) = hi(x))
(where the funtions hi are omputed from Eve's moves as above). Otherwise
Adam wins p.
Proposition 8.12. For any set A ⊆ ωω, Eve has a winning strategy in the game
Ggpc(A) if and only if A ∈ Ig.
Proof. If A ∈ Ig then there are losed sets Cn ⊆ 2
ω
suh that A ⊆
⋃
nCn and
g↾Cn is ontinuous. Eah funtion g↾Cn has its monotone funtion Gn and Eve's
strategy is simply to rewrite the Gn's.
On the other hand, suppose that there is a winning strategy for Eve and let S
be the tree of this strategy. The nodes of S are determined by Adam's moves, so
S is isomorphi to 2<ω. For τ ∈ T let mτk : T
τ
k → 2
<ω
be the monotone funtion
Hk dened by Eve in her last move of the partial play τ . Denote by H
τ
k [τ ] the
restrition of mτk to T
τ
k (τ). Put Gk =
⋃
τ∈T H
τ
k [τ ] and let gk be the partial
ontinuous funtion with losed domain determined by the monotone funtion
Gk. It follows from the fat that S is winning for Eve, that g↾A ⊆
⋃
n gn. This
proves that A ∈ Ig. 
Corollary 8.13. If B ⊆ 2ω is Borel and g : 2ω → 2ω is a Borel, not pieewise
ontinuous funtion, then B ∈ Ig if and only if Eve has a winning strategy in
Ggpc(B).
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